How to discuss the climate crisis in plain language

Your Climate Activist’s Toolkit Should Include

The

“Environmental Education Series”
by environmental activist and climate expert

Dr. Tom English

Nine presentations to help people to discuss
the uncomfortable subject of the Climate Crisis
Clean energy. Sea level rise. 1.5 degrees. Most affected people and areas. Climate
justice. Drought. Migration. Climate change denial. And more. We have a lot of
problems to solve in order to stop climate change. How on Earth do we discuss
the complicated and interconnected consequences of climate change?
The climate presentations by climate expert Dr. Tom English are a series of very
informative, understandable online talks which dissect our current climate crisis in
easy-to-understand language. Dr. English has generously offered recordings of his
series of nine presentations to Fridays for Future activists as a way for us to get people
talking and further open up courageous climate crisis conversations in a wide range of
settings.
Do you need simple explanations of the complex issue of the climate crisis?
Dr. English’s new presentations will provide you with facts and simple language to
broach, tackle, and discuss dire environmental issues with your family, friends, and
associates. Whether we like it or not, we face a difficult reality and a race with time to
stop climate change now. Dr. English invites you to click on the links below for
descriptions and arguments to easily understand and discuss today’s overwhelming
environmental challenges.
Thank you, Dr. English!
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Click on the links below to listen to the presentations.

“Environmental Education Series”
by Dr. Tom English
Presentation #1

Environmental Perspectives

http://bit.ly/3tS0g7z.

Presentation #2

Life- Past, Present & Future

http://bit.ly/2NAdhSq

Presentation #3

Weird Weather Link

http://bit.ly/3bLXF6E

Presentation #4

Climate Change & Us

http://bit.ly/3uXMsc1

Presentation #5

Energy Futures

http://bit.ly/3bIJTTP

Presentation #6

Nuclear Waste on the Beach

https://bit.ly/2PhYk8L

Presentation #7

The Pope, the Patriarch, and the Rabbi

https://bit.ly/3m3bsdL

Presentation #8

Fate VS Choice: Covid-19 & Climate Change

https://bit.ly/3wmwxoe

Presentation #9

“Advanced” Nuclear Reactors & Grids with Renewables

https://bit.ly/3t3jx59
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The now decommissioned nuclear plant on the beach at San Onofre, California.

Dr. Tom English has lectured extensively about environmental and climate issues at
over one hundred universities and has given eight presentations at the White House in
Washington, D.C. He has directed environmental programs for governments and
corporations. He was the architect of the California Clean Air Act, and he is in the top

0.1% of top-ranked speakers in the Climate Reality Speakers’ Program. He is a
physicist, and both an environmental and electrical engineer.
Read more about Dr. English here.
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